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Abstract

This paper provides an example of how an NSF-funded project, Professional Engineering Pathways Study [EEC-1360665, 1360956, and 1360958] or PEPS has incorporated a community of practice approach to disseminate the use of evidence-based decisions to design activities that assist engineering students in making career choices. The paper will discuss the elements of a community of practice, how it has been used in PEPS, and how other projects might use this approach to bring about other kinds of change.
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Introduction

Whether we are trying to scale up an innovative teaching practice or inform instruction with our research, we all want others to adopt what we have found to be useful or instructive.

However, more often than not, we are frustrated because our ideas are not adopted. We know we need to go beyond presenting papers to change behaviors and long-held habits. But what other avenues are available to us? This paper aims to fill this gap, by presenting the idea of using a Community of Practice (CoP) as a mechanism for fostering educational change.

The paper uses our current project, Professional Engineering Pathways (PEPS) as the context for creating a Community of Practice. PEPS has been described in detail elsewhere [1] but a brief description is needed here as well. PEPS is a longitudinal mixed methods study that probes the career knowledge, beliefs, and career decision-making of engineering students as they pursue and enter their first positions after graduation. Students from six partner schools spread across the US were surveyed twice and a subset of those surveyed were interviewed. In addition to engineering students, advisors and career center professionals from the six partner schools were also interviewed and they played an important role by providing feedback on survey questions and by assisting the research team in distributing the initial survey. As we will see later in the paper, the advisors and career center professionals make up our initial community of practice and are, therefore, a central focus of this paper.

The paper will first describe a CoP, then discusses how we use the CoP approach in PEPS, and finally details how other projects might apply this approach to foster change.

Communities of practice
As defined by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger [2]: “Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.” [3] They posit that a CoP consists of three components: a community – people who interact regularly and voluntarily; a domain – an area of shared concern or passion; and a practice – a set of shared behaviors, stories, cases or resources.

When one considers a CoP as a mechanism for fostering change, one’s goal is to change the behavior of a community or, in terms Lave and Wenger would use, to influence the practice of the community.

It is also important to understand how CoPs function. The structure of a CoP is represented in Figure 1 as three concentric circles that signify the core, active and peripheral groups of the community [2]. The core group (inner most circle) helps to shape the direction of the community. Within the core, a small subgroup or perhaps one person, takes on role of the community coordinator and makes sure the community keeps running. The active group is made up of the “regulars” who interact on an ongoing basis but do not necessarily lead the community. The outermost circle represents the peripheral group – those people who interact now and then. Outside the circle are outsiders who are not yet part of the community.

![Figure 1. The structure of a Community of Practice (adapted from [4])](image-url)
For a community to be healthy, the flow of membership across levels needs to be consciously fostered with core and active members moving out and outsiders and peripheral members moving into active and core groups. An important responsibility of core and active members is to welcome “newcomers” into the community.

How are we building a CoP in PEPS?

Now that we have described a CoP, it is time to discuss how we are using this concept PEPS.

Recall that there are three elements of a CoP: the community, the domain, and the practice. When building a CoP, one must intentionally reflect on all three elements. The easiest place to begin is with the domain – because the focus of one’s CoP should be aligned with the domain that is at the heart of one’s project. In PEPS, the domain is career decision-making in engineering students. One must also determine what group of people one’s project is hoping to influence. The answer to that question will provide a guide to locating potential members of the community. In PEPS, our focus is people who influence engineering students’ career decisions – academic advisors and career center personnel. Finally, one must consider the practice one wishes to impact. In the PEPS CoP, our aspiration is to encourage the use of data about students’ career decision making to inform advising or career center programs or activities.

When forming a CoP, it is also necessary to be intentional about how new members move into and through the community. In PEPS, the research team constituted the initial core group [5]. However, we needed to quickly recruit members for a potential new core group. Who among our six partner institutions would be good candidates for the new core? The research team needed to have individual conversations with each partner to learn about their interests and to elicit suggestions for activities that would bring the group together in a meaningful way. The research team also needed to ascertain which partner(s) might have the time, interest, and background to be a potential community coordinator. During our discussions with partners, a few people volunteered to step forward as potential community coordinators.

At an early meeting, an idea was put forth by one of our partners that a symposium at an important and well-attended professional conference could be a meaningful initial CoP activity. Each partner institution would be invited to participate in the symposium where they would discuss what they had learned from PEPS, and how they had used those results to alter their services. Thus the activity would serve as a vehicle for reinforcing the practice that PEPS hoped to reinforce. By working together to propose and then present the symposium, the six partner institutions to create a set of shared cases that would bring them together as a group and a CoP [with a community, a domain, and a practice] begins to solidify.

As the new community forms, the PEPS research team must support the new core while allowing them the autonomy to make their own decisions. The PEPS researchers are providing support by hosting a webinar where partner schools will get a chance to meet
each other and learn about the results of the PEPS results for their respective institutions. This webinar becomes the first step for planning the joint symposium that will be the first product of the new CoP. At the symposium, information about the new practice (using research-based decisions to inform the design of career services and programs) will be shared with a larger group of people interested in the domain, and the symposium becomes an opportunity to recruit new community members from the audience. With time, the community will grow, active members will move into the core and the practice of the broader community changes.

What are ways others can use the CoP to foster change?

If you would like to try to foster a CoP to bring about change, there are essential questions that must be answered about the practice, domain and community:

- What practice is our project hoping to change?
- What is the natural domain that is interested in this practice?
- Where will we find people who are passionate about that domain who could potential be members of the community?

Use your answers to these questions to recruit an initial core group who are interested (hopefully extremely interested) in the domain and who will make the time to interact regularly. According to Lave and Wenger, a true community must form voluntarily. So any group that is totally orchestrated by one’s project is not a true community. But a community can be fostered by bringing groups of like-minded people together, giving them time to meet, providing potential topics to seed their interests, and providing ad hoc spaces for pairs or small groups to have conversations. [4]. These spaces can be physical or virtual [6].

Once a core has been identified, ask the core what kind of activity would be meaningful to them and others who share their interest in the domain. It is crucial that the initial activity is something your project can support, but the core group must truly own the activity. As time passes, your project will withdraw support and let the core and active groups totally take over. To use the metaphor of learning to ride a bicycle, the project must slowly take the training wheels off and let the core group ride on their own.

The process of forming a CoP takes time, but a CoP has the potential to bring about authentic and sustainable change. Moving forward, our project is investigating the benefits and challenges of using a CoP approach.
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